
Innovative window, door and curtain walling

solutions for new build and refurbishment of 

any public building, retail or commercial project.

COMMERCIAL
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The Harry Fairbairn Mini dealership
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Providing nationwide coverage in every aspect, we 

are happy to meet to discuss your project, whether you

are planning a commercial/retail venture, refurbish a

shopfront, or build a new Headquarters or office

building. Our range of innovative, high performance

systems offer many design options, whilst maintaining 

a market leading competitive edge, enabling us to bring

savings to overall build costs where we are involved

from an early stage.

For more than two decades we have been successfully

involved in many commercial projects, both new build

and refurbishment, and are always pleased to be

associated with bringing aesthetically pleasing,

comfortable, low maintenance buildings to fruition.

Senior Architectural Systems offer a complete range 

of integrated windows, doors and curtain wall systems,

alongside product experience, training, support and

sourcing, to ensure an end-to end-solution.

Our team of experienced architectural advisers,

together with our technical services department, are

always available to advise on all issues relating to

specification, technical data and calculations, value

engineering options and any other matters that aid in

taking your project from concept, through design and

specification, to completion.

We are well known for our unique down-to-earth

cooperative approach. Fabricators, architects and

contractors around the UK tell us that’s why they

choose to deal with Senior rather than anyone else.

commercial sector
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Commercial sector premises have their own
inherent challenges which need solutions
designed in at the outset. Today’s modern world
dictates a high tech focus on use, whether it’s
hot desking for staff, break out areas, or new
innovations in flexible working, video
conferencing and data sharing. 

The way we conduct business now means that our working

environments need to be adaptable. Site location plays a large part,

and can contribute to acoustic problems, and heat gain, which in

turn impact on staff.

The team at Senior enjoy the challenge of helping to solve these

problems and revolutionising the industry, over-coming challenges

such as: 

James Durrans and Sons, Penistone 
BREEAM rating ‘Good’

/ Daylight - increasing need for natural daylight

/ Noise - location of a building from traffic or aircraft noise 

/ Ventilation - the provision of adequate ventilation is now paramount

/ Durability - the use of suitable hardware for high use 

/ Automation - entrance doors

/ Access - disabled and visually impairment assistance

/ Security - restricted access and enhanced security features

/ User safety - anti-finger traps

/ Flexible environments - the ability to use areas flexibly

/ Thermal performance - the increasing need to 

provide improved performances

a focus on commercial
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after more than two
decades in business we are
known for the effectiveness
of our approach
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Since 1991, Senior Architectural Systems has grown to be
one of the top fenestration companies in the UK and the UK’s
largest* privately owned fenestration systems company.
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British based company: all our systems and
products are fabricated and supplied from
within the United Kingdom.

Fully accredited systems which enhance 
any building façade.

All products are manufactured / fabricated 
to exacting standards and quality is assured
through constantly monitored systems and
processes.

All material processing carried out ‘in-house’
leading to highly efficient and time sensitive
turnaround service.

Full range of products utilising differing
materials.

Expert technical and specification 
support available.

Consideration is always given to materials 
used in terms of recyclability and sustainability. 

Dedicated ISO 14001, ISO 18001 and ISO 9001
quality accredited service centres in England,
Wales and Scotland, 

Cradle to cradle recyclable high
performance aluminium glazing
systems to meet the needs 
of every project.

The original and trusted high insulation
timber/aluminium composite solution.
Developed, manufactured and
supplied in the UK. 

Senior Glass Systems offer high
performance glazing products to
meet the needs of all new and
refurbishment projects.

Our innovative products are offered in a range of material options and are supported

by a dedicated powder coating facility and glazing unit factory, allowing us to

guarantee delivery of the complete package.

It is this combination of flexibility and stability that ensures we have the resources,

infrastructure, facilities and staff to provide the support you expect, at the design

stage, during construction and throughout the ongoing lifetime of the building.

*Measured by turnover



typical
products

SPW600e Windows
SPW600e is a three
chamber, 75mm polyamide
thermally enhanced
aluminium window system
offering versatility (wide
variety of window styles)
and is available in single or
dual colour. 

SPW501 Doors
Commercial thermally
broken aluminium door
with enhanced design
options offered by a clip
and flush mullion section 
in a choice of widths.

Aluminium Curtain Wall
A range of curtain walling
systems, providing a wide
variety of aesthetics and
excellent thermal
performance for both
ground floor and high 
rise projects.
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Senior is proud to have developed
one of the most extensive, innovative
and effective range of products on
the market today.



PURe® Windows
& Doors

A revolutionary new 
range of aluminium
windows and doors with
an expanded polyurethane
thermal barrier giving
exceptional thermal
performance.

Hybrid Doors
Full range of timber
aluminium composite
doors (timber PEFC
certified), which may be
used independently or in
combination with Hybrid
Series 3 Curtain Wall.

Hybrid Curtain Wall
Unique UK manufactured
timber aluminium
composite curtain wall
system, fully CWCT
compliant. Wide variety 
of design alternatives.
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a focus on commercial
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From large floodlit atriums, entrance foyers, 
high traffic automated entrance doors to glass
enclosed meeting rooms, the modern office
environment needs to be adaptable to 21st
century high tech business needs.

Most new build offices feature flexible working zones, break out areas,

coffee points and high tech circulation methods for security.

Designers and architects are being asked to produce BREEAM rated

offices, choosing sustainable elements in the fabric of the building

including high tech glazing solutions, sedum roofs and rainwater

harvesting for grey water use. Senior has many years of experience 

in providing solutions to the most challenging of requests.

Solar control glazing can assist in reducing heat gain ensuring •

a comfortable workplace.

Automated entrance doors and low thresholds to ease•

accessibility.

Ventilation solutions that can be integrated into Building•

Management Systems.

Minimum maintenance products.•

COMMERCIAL
OFFICES



21 QUEEN STREET
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An exciting new BREEAM rated office development at 

the head of Park Place with commanding views towards 

City Square.

21 Queen Street is a striking and modern building that

captures the essence of Leeds. The building provides 

37,491 sq ft of efficient and flexible working space allowing

occupiers to change floor layouts and install the latest

technology to adapt to changing working needs.

The inclusion of full height glass from Senior’s range of high

performance curtain walling gives a sense of space and light‚

presenting a new chapter in quality. The project achieved a

‘Very Good’ BREEAM rating.

Architect:

> Think Architecture & Design

Main Contractor:

> Clegg Construction 

Products:

> SMR800 Curtain Walling 

> SMR900 Curtain Walling

BREEAM Rating:

> Very Good
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ONE FRIAR GATE SQUARE
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Architect:

> Leeds Studio

Main Contractor:

> Clegg Construction Ltd

Products:

> SCW+ Curtain Walling 

> SMR800 Curtain Walling

> SPW501 Doors

BREEAM Rating: 

> Excellent

This contemporary office accommodation at One Friar Gate

Square in Derby city centre’s business district has not only

achieved impressive aesthetic results, but has also been

awarded a BREEAM ‘Excellent’ rating, thanks in part to

systems from glazing systems designer and manufacturer

Senior Architectural Systems.

One Friar Gate Square, on Agard Street, has a striking

presence both externally and internally, offering modern,

state-of-the art office accommodation for fast-moving 21st

century workers. Surrounded by shops, artisan bakeries,

delicatessens, bars and restaurants, the location of the

building is ideal and its appearance fits in comfortably 

with its surroundings.
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JAMES DURRANS AND SONS 
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Architect:

> HTC Architects

Main Contractor:

> J F Finnegan Ltd

Products:

> SCW+ Curtain Walling

> SD Doors

> SPW600 Doors

> SPW300 Windows

BREEAM Rating: 

> Good

Contemporary office accommodation constructed in South

Yorkshire to mark the 150th anniversary of global firm James

Durrans and Sons. The building incorporates curtain walling

systems from Senior Architectural Systems, ensuring views

across a nearby valley are captured and that the interior of the

building is flooded with natural light.

Costing more than £2.5 million to construct, the building, 

in Penistone, Sheffield, incorporates Senior’s SCW+ curtain

walling systems across its primary south elevation and its 

east and west elevations, giving those inside the stunning

building clear views down onto the River Don and its 

natural surroundings. 
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Showcasing products for sale to the general
public is an art form in itself, and so too are the
buildings designed around them. The general
public are extremely demanding and most larger
retailers now are addressing not only how they
interact with their customers, but also on a
moral level in terms of the quality of their supply
chain, and their sustainability policies.

This change in attitude follows through to the construction of new

developments, and some retailers are making the most stringent

demands ever seen on the high street of the UK in recent times. 

Senior is at the forefront of these innovating changes, and is more than

capable of meeting these developing needs.

Sustainable choices of materials during construction phases.•

Traceability of materials to ensure compliance with legislation.•

Increased thermal performance of windows and doors in the•

commercial sector assisting heat loss management and thermal

performance.

SHOPS / RETAIL
/ SHOWROOMS



THE HARRY FAIRBAIRN MINI DEALERSHIP
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Curtain wall, shop front glazing and

commercial doors systems from leading

fenestration designer and manufacturer

Senior Architectural Systems have helped to

create the perfect retail environment for two

new cars showrooms.

The Harry Fairbairn Mini dealership in

Kirkcaldy features Senior’s SMR900 curtain

wall, which is ideally suited to meet the

demands of the Scottish climate thanks to its

robust construction and exceptional wind

resistance properties. 

Installed and fabricated by Nortek Aluminium

for main contractor Bell Buildings Projects,

Senior’s curtain walling has been further

complemented by the use of its commercial

SD doors which together help to provide a

light and welcoming space for customers.



Architect:

> Opfer Logan Architects

Main Contractor:

> Bell Building Products

Products:

> SD Doors

> SMR900 Curtain Walling
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SAINSBURY’S ECO SUPERSTORE
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Sainsbury’s latest Superstore in Wadsley

Bridge, Sheffield was designed, specified 

and built with sustainability and the

environment in mind.

The new Sainsbury’s Eco store designed by

Sheffield architects Hadfield Cawkwell

Davidson, was built by main contractors Barr

Construction (now McLaughlin & Harvey) and

is the retail giant’s first store to feature a steel

and timber construction. A steel frame from

the ground up to the sales floor and a timber

frame to the ceiling with timber cassettes

completing the roof helped to speed up the

construction as well as reduce the carbon

footprint of the store.

Equally important was the thermal efficiency

of the fenestration. Senior’s innovative new

thermally-efficient SF52 structural silicone

glazed curtain walling system was chosen for

the main entrance elevation.
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Architect:

> Hadfield Cawkwell Davidson

Main Contractor:

> Barr Construction

(Now McLaughlin & Harvey)

Products:

> SF52 Curtain Wall

> SMR900 Curtain Wall



LAWLEY VILLAGE’S ANYTIME FITNESS CENTRE
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Located to the west of Telford town 

centre, Lawley Village is one of the largest

sustainable urban extensions in the UK. 

With over 3,000 new homes planned over 

the next 20 years the scheme is already

transforming this former mining area.

At the heart of the new village is Lawley

Square, which will provide community and

leisure facilities as well as commercial and

retail units to inject vitality and make Lawley

Village an exciting place to live.

Adding character to the 17 hectacre site has

been a priority for Telford & Wrekin Council

and the Lawley Village steering group. So

when it came to the design of the Anytime

Fitness Centre which will provide 24 hour

leisure facilities for the village, adding a wow

factor was considered essential.
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Architect:

> Stephen George & Partners

Main Contractor:

> Clegg Construction Ltd

Products:

> Hybrid Series 3 Curtain Walling



MARKS & SPENCER ECO STORE
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As part of its campaign to become the

world’s most sustainable retailer Marks &

Spencer launched its ‘Plan A’ campaign. 

The initiative saw the company set out 

180 sustainability based commitments 

it worked to meet.

This commitment placed stringent design

requirements on the new store and to assist

in achieving a BREEAM ‘Excellent’ design

rating, and fall in line with the ‘Plan A’ ethos,

Senior Architectural Systems Hybrid timber

composite curtain walling was selected.

The store boasts a spacious shop floor for

customers, benefitting from maximum natural

daylight streaming in from the double height

floor to ceiling glazed areas, and a uniquely

designed exposed ceiling using FSC®

certified glulam beams, removing the need

for a suspended ceiling.
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Architect:

> Aukett Fitzroy Robinson

Main Contractor:

> Simons Construction Ltd

Products:

> Hybrid Series 3 Curtain Walling

> SMRF Frameless Vents

BREEAM Rating: 

> Excellent
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Provision of public buildings can often be
controversial as they generally use public
funding, and this brings a need for
accountability together with value for money.
Sustainability issues together with a user
friendly environment become serious
considerations at the design phase, and often
key people drawn from the users are invited 
to offer their considerations.

Inviting entrances featuring a bright and airy environment are often•

chosen to limit the imposing and often intimidating nature of

business being carried out.

Automated and assisted power entrances ensure accessibility to all.•

Environmental and sustainable solutions to design are often built in•

to ensure value for money.

PUBLIC 
BUILDINGS

>



PRIMARY CARE CENTRE
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A range of products supplied by leading

fenestration design and manufacturer Senior

Architectural Systems and installed by 

CS Aluminium Windows Ltd has helped to

give a healthy new look to a purpose built

Primary Care Resource Centre in Buckley,

north-east Wales.

Designed by architects Austin Smith Lord, a

focal point of the new medical centre is the

large atrium waiting room and reception area.

Here, Senior’s SCW+ aluminium curtain

walling system has been used to create a

welcoming entrance for patients by providing

copious amounts of natural light and

stunning views across the common. 

The new centre has also benefitted from the

use of two of Senior’s robust aluminium door

solutions which are ideally suited for use in

high traffic commercial environments. 

In addition to the use of the thermally

efficient aluminium SPW 600/e window

system, Senior’s thermally broken polyamide

SPW 501 commercial door system has been

specified for the centre’s automatic doors

and emergency exits.

PUBLIC
BUILDINGS
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Architect:

> Austin Smith Lord

Main Contractor:

> Par Homes Ltd

Products:

> SPW501 doors

> SPW600e Windows

> SCW Curtain Wall

BREEAM rating:

> Very Good



BATHGATE PARTNERSHIP CENTRE
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Bringing council and community services

together under one roof was achieved in the

new £7 million Bathgate Partnership Centre,

and incorporated a library, community centre,

advice shop, offices and meeting space

together with a landscaped garden complete

with an orchard.

Building Design Partnership specified Senior

Architectural Systems Hybrid Series 3 curtain

walling to achieve impressive vistas from the

new Simpson Library housed in the centre.

PUBLIC
BUILDINGS
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Architect:

> BDP

Main Contractor:

> ISG Regions Ltd, Bradford

Products:

> Series 3 Curtain Wall

> Series 1 Door



WAKEFIELD ONE
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The new civic building for Wakefield – 

123,000 sq ft of prime office accommodation

named Wakefield One - is a key part of the city’s

Merchant Gate redevelopment programme. 

The visually colourful building, complete with

terracotta tiling and randomly placed green

window recesses, occupies an elevated site

above the city’s main rail hub. It is part of the city

planners’ vision to transform the 17 acre site into

a vibrant, urban quarter for Wakefield in the heart

of the city.

Wakefield One’s BREEAM ‘Excellent’ status has

been achieved in part by the specification of

Senior Architectural Systems’ Hybrid 3

composite curtain wall. Around 200 window pods

were formed from Hybrid Curtain Wall, and whilst

the architect’s design called for a myriad of

different sizes, the height remained constant

whilst the recess width varied significantly across

the facade of the building. The glazed surfaces

amount to 2,500m2 and the south facing

elevations were fitted with solar control glass.

Senior’s developed a bespoke feature capping

for use on the project, anodised to match the

colour scheme.

PUBLIC
BUILDINGS
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Architect:

> Cartwright Pickard Architects

Main Contractor:

> Morgan Sindall Ltd

Products:

> Series 1 Windows

> Series 3 Curtain Wall

BREEAM rating:

> Excellent
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After more than two decades in business we are 

well known for our down-to-earth, cooperative

approach. Fabricators, architects and contractors

around the UK tell us that’s why they choose to 

deal with Senior rather than anyone else.

As well as being totally committed to customer

service, we actively work with a green agenda,

demonstrating our commitment to the environment

for now and future generations. 

CRADLE

TO CRADLE

Sustainable systems

Our systems not only look good, but are sustainable
too. Extended life spans and low maintenance, with
maximum recyclability and outstanding thermal
efficiency, help to make the best use of the world’s 
finite resources.

Responsible sourcing

Our materials are responsibly sourced from reliable
suppliers who have good environmental credentials.
Wherever possible, we use local UK suppliers to
reduce transport miles. 

Aluminium systems are manufactured from recycled
aluminium and timber is sourced from sustainable
forests in main land Europe with full PEFC
accreditation. For every tree felled, four are planted 
to ensure no negative impact on the environment.

BREEAM

BREEAM (Building Research Establishment’s
Environmental Assessment Method) is the world’s
foremost environmental assessment method and
rating system for new buildings, setting the standard
for best practice in sustainable building design,
construction and operation. 

We help architects and specifiers to achieve up to 
40 of the 119 BREEAM credits available for new
buildings, by careful specification of the fenestration
material and glass choice from the Senior range of
products, enabling fabricators, installers and
contractors to build more sustainable buildings 
for future generations.

Beyond Senior

Our environmental responsibilities don’t end at 
the factory door. Our Fabricator training includes 
waste reduction programmes and training on product
efficiency and insulation requirements in use, to make
sure that current building regulations are met and
exceeded where possible.

For specifiers we offer a RIBA approved CPD seminar
on ‘Designing Sustainable Fenestration Systems’ 
which gives advice on how, with careful design and
specification, a BREEAM excellent rating can be
achieved.

A bright future

We don’t rest on our laurels. Each year we review 
how we’ve done and set ourselves new environmental
objectives and targets, so that we can continue to
improve our environmental credentials year on year.

In addition we are investing heavily in innovative new
products with improved U values, with the aim of
making the passive house a future reality.
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BREEAM (Building Research Establishment’s Environmental
Assessment Method) is the world’s foremost environmental
assessment method and rating system for buildings, with
250,000 buildings with certified BREEAM assessment ratings
and over a million registered for assessment since it was first
launched in 1990. The system sets the standard for best practice
in sustainable building design, construction and operation.

BREEAM credits

A BREEAM assessment uses recognised measures of performance,
set against established benchmarks, to evaluate a building’s
specification, design, construction and use.

Credits are awarded across ten categories, based on the outcomes
of the building assessed. The credits are then combined to provide
a single score, achieving either a Pass, Good, Very Good, Excellent
or Outstanding overall BREEAM rating. 

Senior Architectural Systems’ product range has been developed with
BREEAM at its centre. Our systems are proven to help you achieve a
credible BREEAM rating. With many BREEAM rated projects already
successfully utilising Senior products, we have a wealth of experience
to assist the architect/designer in meeting their sustainability goals.
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HEAD OFFICE
Senior Architectural Systems Ltd, Eland Road, Denaby Main, Doncaster, South Yorkshire, DN12 4HA.
Tel: 01709 772 600. Fax: 01709 772 601. E-mail: info@sasmail.co.uk

BRANCHES
Scotland; Unit 4 Dunlop Court, Deans Industrial Estate SW, Livingston, West Lothian, EH54 8SL.
Tel: 01506 407 640. Fax: 01506 407 641.

South; Unit 4 Leeway Industrial Estate, Newport, South Wales, NP19 4SL.
Tel: 01633 277 880. Fax: 01633 277 121.

Senior Glass Systems Ltd, Lakeside House, Hopper Hill Road, Eastfield, Scarborough, YO11 3YS.
Tel: 01723 580 010. Fax: 01723 580 018. E-mail: sgenquiries@sasmail.co.uk

Visit our showroom at the Building Centre; Ground level, L4, Store Street, London, WC1E 7BT.

www.seniorarchitectural.co.uk

Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this publication, no responsibility for content is taken by Senior Architectural Systems Ltd. We strongly recommend

the specification for any given application is checked with Senior Architectural Systems before an order is placed. Senior Architectural Systems reserves the right to alter any of

the specifications given in this publication without prior notice due to a process of continual development.

Senior Architectural Systems is a major UK supplier of

fenestration solutions, specialising in providing aluminium, timber

and glass glazing systems to the highest standards. This brochure

is intended to show what makes Senior’s unique and how our

products and services can make a difference to customers,

clients, their projects and the environment.
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